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PART I
EVOLUTION OF THE WAAC

7.05 pm


Let’s go to the circus …
•I love the circus …

Let’s go to the circus …
•Then a friend asked me to another circus

Let’s go to the circus …
•She felt bad, I felt bad, and I was 
wondering, Why is it WE who are feeling 
bad? 

•I started to wonder, ‘How on earth did we 
get here?’ Where the circus has been 
turned into a raunch act? 

•Then I started to look around me. And this 
is what I was seeing …



Advertising and porn imagery
•And I was wondering if I was imagining the 
links with porn or not. 

•So, I conducted some analysis. 
•Turns out I wasn’t imagining it …

We had dropped the ball
•To be honest, the whole thing sent me into 
a spin. 

•And I realised how badly women of my 
feminist generation had dropped the ball 
…

PART II 
DROPPING THE BALL ON FEMINISM

7.10 pm


Dropping the ball on feminism
•Started thinking about feminism and what 
was going on — what had happened? 

•Feminists used to reject this kind of 
stuff as exploitative, objectifying, debasing, 
degrading of women 

•Now, we were being told to embrace it as 
‘empowering’

Dropping the ball on feminism
•So I started to think about my 35 years of 
being a woman, and this is what I came 
up with. 

•The second wave ended and all was 
supposed to be fine: 
•Reproductive rights (if not sovereignty); 
rights to participation in property, credit, 
law, work, politics; right to sexual 
autonomy

Dropping the ball on feminism
•Then there was the ‘backlash’ and the 
myths of the ‘man shortage’ and 
‘infertility epidemic’ 

•And so ‘Girl Power’ came along with a 
third wave 

•It focussed on individual empowerment, 
identity politics, choice, ‘agency’, feels, 

•Whatever a woman said she chose was 
‘feminist’ because she’s a woman



Dropping the ball on feminism
•Men weren’t particularly vile on the whole 
(although we’ve all had our own experiences 
of extreme vileness) 

•Men had perhaps learnt to go 
underground a bit more with their vileness, 
sexism, harrassment — became more 
subtle, less overt

Dropping the ball on feminism
•Personally, I didn’t really notice this in 
the 1990s — too busy doing PhD 

•But I did notice stuff in the background 
about sex work being just like any other 
job; about how some women ‘choose’ to 
work in the ‘industry’; that ‘choosing’ sex 
work was a feminist statement 

•I didn’t pay much attention to who was 
saying these things …

Dropping the ball on feminism
•Then in the 2000s, when I got a ‘real job’ — 
as my mother said — I started to notice 
porn showing up in my internet browser 

•Then stuff in the background was telling 
me that porn was OK, that women could 
enjoy it, it was ‘liberating’ for women 

• Again, I didn’t pay much attention to who 
was saying these things …

Erasure of women
•I also didn’t pay attention to how women 
were disappearing … 
✦Women’s Liberation Movement 
✦Became reduced to ‘Women’s Lib’ 
✦Became the Women’s Movement 

•Then the Movement stopped, because a 
movement is something in motion … and 
…

Erasure of women
•We stopped talking about ‘sex’ and 
started talking about ‘gender’ 

•Women’s Studies became Gender 
Studies

Erasure of women
•Women are now being erased:  
•We are called ‘non-prostate owners’, 
‘non-men’, ‘vagina owners’, 
‘menstruators’ 

•Men, meanwhile, still get to be called ‘men’



Consequences of erasure
•We have lost the ability to define our own 
condition, our situation as people 
belonging to the sex class ‘female’ 

•We have lost our linguistic framework for 
describing our material reality, our 
experience of the world as women

Consequences of erasure
•Words that were part of the class analysis 
and the huge amounts of work conducted 
by our feminist foremothers are now set 
aside, almost as if they are embarrassing, 
awkward

Loss of words to define condition
•Oppression, liberation, repression, revolution 
•Subordination, subjugation 
•Degradation, debasing, objectifying 
•Class consciousness, material conditions, 
hierarchy 

•Male supremacy, privilege, domination

Loss of words to define condition
•Plain old ‘sexist’!

Loss of words to define condition
•And the big bad … PATRIARCHY

Power of words
•These words are not embarrassing 
•And if they make us feel awkward, it’s only 
because THE PATRIARCHY



Power of words
•These words have POWER when applied to 
a full class analysis of women’s 
condition 

•(And by the way, it’s WOMAN POWER, not 
‘girl power’) 

•This is quite different from 
EMPOWERMENT

Empowerment as disempowering
•Empowerment is not about lasting power 
•‘Empowerment’ is an individually defined 
circumstance 

•Has nothing to do with our combined 
journey to full humanity, our exploration 
of who we are in our inner and outer lives

The 3 Ps
•Which brings me to the 3 Ps 

1. Patriarchy 
2. Pornography 
3. Prostitution

PART III
THE THREE ‘P’s

7.15 pm


1. Patriarchy
•Why are we so afraid to use powerful 
words? 

•Patriarchy makes us afraid of offending 
men (or anyone), makes us submissive, 
quiescent

1. Patriarchy
•It makes us afraid of labels (bolshie, dyke, 
bitch, slut, emotional, irrational) 

•Patriarchy makes us believe the fight has 
been won (if a woman says it’s her choice, 
then it’s a feminist choice)



1. Patriarchy
•So, What is patriarchy? It is simply a way 
in which power is organised in a 
society 

•It is a form of the social organisation of 
power (wot I sed)

1. Patriarchy
•Societies are structured in certain ways 
•Oligarchy, plutocracy, aristocracy, 
communism, socialism, democracy — 
all are social organisations of power

1. Patriarchy
•Oligarchy: Few 
•Plutocracy: Wealthy 
•Aristocracy: Nobility 
•Communism: Community 
•Socialism: Community 
•Democracy: Elected members 
•Patriarchy: Men

1. Patriarchy
•Patriarchy is the most fundamental because 
it privileges one half of the population 
over the other

1. Patriarchy
•Patriarchal societies are structured to elicit 
women’s consent to procedures and 
practices that re not in our long-term 
interests — of the goal of our liberation 
to full humanity 

•Patriarchal structures limit and constrain 
— they do not provide ‘choice’! 

1. Patriarchy
•Patriarchy expresses itself in LITERALLY 
infinite combinations 

•We need to understand how patriarchy 
expresses itself in our lives if we are to 
achieve liberation into our full humanity. 
 
#################################



2. Pornography
•We are told that porn is simply a ‘natural, 
‘authentic’, ‘latent’, ‘inherent’ expression 
of our sexuality that EVERYONE has 

•We are told that it’s OK for women (or 
anyone) to watch porn 

•We are told it is ‘sex positive’ 
•(What is ‘positive’ about abuse, slavery, 
torture, degradation?)

2. Pornography
•Industrialisation of sex  
•The porn industry has business plans, 
files tax returns, has marketing 
campaigns, pricing structures 

•Porn is an industry that collapses sex 
and porn and tells us that sex is porn

2. Pornography
•Porn industry creates a separate class of 
woman who ‘enjoys’ this 

•There is in-built desensitisation, 
boredom 

•The culture is grooming girls for sexual 
assault and boys to be porn users

2. Pornography
•We need to understand how porn works 
as part of a power structure (patriarchy) 

•If we don’t, we deny the social and 
political consequences of watching a 
socially constructed set of images and 
ideas that eroticises male violence 
towards women

2. Pornography
•Porn eroticises and reinforces women’s 
subordination to men 

•The subordintion of women’s inequality 
itself is sexualised

2. Pornography
•Subordination of one group to another has 
4 elements: 

1. Objectification 
2. Hierarchy 
3. Submission 
4. Violence 

•All are present in porn



2. Pornography
•It is the social and cultural legitimation of 
the buying of sex 
•Porn oppresses women and girls 
•THIS IS A MACRO-SOCIAL PROBLEM 
•IT IS A PUBLIC HEALTH PROBLEM 
 
#################################

3. Prostitution
•The sex industry IS an INDUSTRY 
•Like any industry, it commodifies and 
sells things: in this case, women. 

•It turns women into objects and sells us 
for sex 

•It sells our bodies, our degradation, our 
humiliation. These are all on the market, 
all for sale, all available at a price.

3. Prostitution
•It has industry representatives: pimps 
and brothel owners, who run ‘industry 
bodies’ such as the Scarlett Alliance 

•Those who benefit from the sex trade 
(such as the Scarlett Alliance) have 
chipped away at our common sense 
that prostitution is bad for women and 
girls with specious arguments that make us 
doubt ourselves, our common sense

3. Prostitution
•These industry representatives have 
repackaged and sanitised human right 
abuses in prostitution

3. Prostitution
•They use euphemisms that destroy the 
realities of women who they prostitute: 
•‘selling love’ 
•‘compensated dates’ 
•‘transactional sex’ 
•‘contract breach’ (rape) 
•‘business practices’ (pimping) 
•‘international marriage community’ 
•‘sex work’

3. Prostitution
•Women who have been prostituted are 
routinely beaten, raped, choked, 
assaulted — even killed. 

•(This also happens in porn). 
•Prostituted women suffer high rates of 
STIs, drug and alcohol addiction, 
abuse, early death, are underpaid



3. Prostitution
•Can you name another job like this?  
•When did you last encourage your 
daughter or your friend’s daughter to 
consider prostitution as a safe and 
fulfilling career? 

•As a way to meet new and interesting 
people?

3. Prostitution
•Prostition can never be made safe for 
women and legalising it does not lead to 
safer conditions 

•Legalisation or decriminalisation give 
pimps and brothel owners legitimacy — 
they call themselves ‘sex workers’ on tax 
returns!

3. Prostitution
•The only thing that works for women in 
prostitution is the Nordic model, which 
decriminalises the woman but 
criminalises the sex buyer 

•The Nordic model curbs demand 
•We need to introduce it here

3. Prostitution
•“But some women do, really choose ‘sex 
work’!” 

•Perhaps, but we know them to be in the 
absolute minority and we do not make 
laws and policies for the abolute minority 
when the human rights of so many others 
are negatively affected 

•Individual experience matters, but it 
does not determine what is true

3. Prostitution
•And so the ‘empowerment’ and ‘choice’ 
narratives are trotted out by the sex 
industry  

•All this means is that individuals ‘empower’ 
themselves and ‘choose’ amongst unfair, 
existing social conditions

3. Prostitution
•This accepts patriarchy as natural or 
inevitable and says that women should 
take what they can out of it and no-one 
can comment on that  

•This leads to a crippling philosophical 
relativism where no-one can say 
anything about another’s experiences 
 
#################################



Social conditions
•We need to ask,  

✦What are the social conditions, the 
objective realities of people’s lives, 
that give rise to prostitution and 
pornography?

PART IV
OUR FOCUS

7.25 pm


Focus: Praxis
•We need not just action but theory 
•Need praxis 
•Verbalism vs activism 
•Therefore, two main focuses:  

✦consciousness-raising and 
✦activism

Focus: Consciousness-raising
•It’s what the old-skool, second-wavers did 
•Allows us to analyse our situation 
•Name our world 
•Speak our own words 
•Help us understand false generosity, 
domestication, ideology, dogma … 
patriarchy

Focus: Activism
•We are out of practice! 
•We need women who will engage in 

•Protesting, picketing, pamphleteering, 
media coverage, tweeting, blogging, 
social media, sticker bombing, letter-
writing, visiting politicians, lobbying 
commissioners, occupations, sit-ins

First project: Advertising
•Map out how things work: 
•AANA, Ad Standards, Minister for Women, 
Human Rights Commissioner, Sex 
Discrimination Commissioner, etc. 

•Sex Discrimination Act, policy commitments 
to curb domestic violence 

•Lobby politicians, Community Panel 
•Head to Sydney! Re-write legislation!



Why women only?
•Women make choices in the social 
context of the conditions that were there 
before we were born 

•We must be allowed to describe this 
context and how it affects our experience 
of the world 

•We must be allowed to name our politics 
for ourselves as a class — not just as 
individual ‘identities’

Why women only?
•We need to be free to speak without 
having to continually edit our speech 
(for men) 

•We need to be able to define our 
condition and our own terms 

•We need to be able to define 
OURSELVES, rather than be defined (by 
men)

Why women only?
•We must be allowed to speak for ALL 
women 

•To organise for ALL women 
•The porn and prostitution industries try 
to tell us what to think and what to say 

•But they have no right to stop us from 
thinking for ourselves or from speaking 
our own words

Why women only?
•WE get to decide what womanhood is, 
looks like, and can be 

•WE get to decide how we share in human 
destiny 

•WE decide how we dream about ourselves, 
imagine ourselves, understand ourselves

We need
•WOMEN! 
•Lawyers 
•Accountants/book-keepers 
•Bloggers, tweeters, writers 
•Analysts, researchers 
•Women who want to bugger-up a bit 
•To re-boot the sisterhood

LET’S  
GET  
IT  

DONE


